MONDAY
Schedule

8:30 – 10:00

Welcome – MacLaurin A144

10:15 – 11:00

MacLaurin D107; introductions, schedule + course over
o #dhviz

11:00 – 12:00

Dear Data; Lynda Barry; hand-draw viz; discussion; crea

12:00 – 1:30

Break

1:30 – 3:30

Share Individual Projects – What are you working on!? +

3:30 - 4:00

Project: time to discuss

This week we are going to play the role of designers where we are going to take our
research questions and our data and literally re-see them from new perspectives.
We are going to

think in images
and learn what happens when questions of design become central to the research itself. We
are going to think about what our knowledge looks like. How to visualize it. How to make it
more multi-dimensional. More sensual. More rigorous. More relatable. More human. And
more engaging to others.
And we are going to get our hands dirty. (*)
We are going to

move slow and make things
(Slogan borrowed from designer Ben Barry)

Photos from DHSI 2015

Artistic ability is not a prerequisite to think originally
about datasets
We will be making data displays — both with and without digital technology. I brought my art
supplies - so we are going to start drawing by hand. Today. We are going to quantify our
days. We are going to design a variety of infographics. We are going to make maps.
And create timelines. And we are going to explore the realm of physical visualization and
build 3D data sculptures — all of which we will showcase on Friday.
The focus of this particular course is to explore

how the act of data visualization in the digital
humanities
can bring new insights to our research
We work together throughout the week to develop answers to this question.

Data displays in research - the backstory
Ten years ago, I became interested in the possibility of how visualization can do more than
just supplement research in the humanities, but can create new insights – when I was
struggling with a large and messy qualitative data set for my dissertation project. I was
mapping the ways in which people make meaning through their aesthetic experience.

The single most helpful tool in interpreting and organizing my data was my use of the data
display—“a visual format that presents information systematically, so the user can draw valid
conclusions and take needed action” (Miles and Huberman 91). Creating data displays to
represent my findings helped me to visualize my emerging themes and how they related to
one another. It was with the act of creating a data display (the first of many) that I began to
see the ways in which my findings were connected. Each time I revised my data display, I
created a more intricate picture of my case. In turn, this new picture of my case refocused my
data collection, data coding, and led me to the creation of a data matrix.
A matrix is a tool of visual analysis, a method for gaining a better understanding of the data
set. As defined by Miles and Huberman, “Matrices essentially involve the crossing of two or
more main dimensions or variables (often with subvariables) to see how they interact” (239).
The descriptive data matrix helped me to lay out my emergent themes visually and gain a

better understanding of how those themes operated separately and in relation to one
another.

The model consisted of rows and columns which
conceptualized the diﬀerent possibilities for my
phenomenon of interest on a grid.

Although I had been working with this data for almost a year—I was suddenly able to see my
emergent themes in a new way – from the perspective of how the themes visually and
conceptually related to one another.

Significantly, the intersections of a visual matrix made visible the relationship of parts to
wholes. Data matrices perform the concept of the intersection visually and allow for
conceptual analysis at the level of individual parts as well as their relations to each other; the
data matrix brings new insights to the research at hand.

It is this iterative process of making research visible
that has tremendous value for scholarship in the
digital humanities.
Making findings visible at every iteration of the research process shows where the patterns,
trends, and even the gaps are – pointing the researcher in the direction for further work to
done.

This is why I believe data visualization is an important
method for all researchers in the digital humanities—it
can bring us to a fuller, richer understanding of our
data.
This is so even if the research data is not visual in nature.

“Data are measurements of something.” — Jer Thorp,

software artist
The matrix that eventually emerged was a
comprehensive conceptual map of the emergent themes from my casestudy. It succinctly described the phenomenon of aesthetic engagement
in one simple visual representation. In a sense, my “findings” became
the matrix - or the matrix became my findings. The
findings include a matrix, which frames nine diverse potentialities for
aesthetic meaning making. This matrix can be used as a tool to both
understand and create aesthetically engaging content. We will use a
version of it later in the workshop.
The five modes of visual inquiry which comprise this framework share an
alliance with Johanna Drucker’s “call to imaginative action and
intellectual engagement with the challenge of rethinking digital tools for
visualization on basic principles of the humanities” (Drucker).
A humanistic approach, according to Drucker, “is centered in the
experiential, subjective conditions of interpretation” (Drucker).
At a time when it is all too easy to be blinded by the newest
technological now and the latest technological next, a slower-paced,
deeply-human approach to data visualization privileges the interpretative
nature of knowledge production. In this chapter I will share the
framework, its origins, and how we put it into practice at the Digital
Humanities Summer Institute, where my workshops bring humanitiesbased perspectives to 2D visualization, 3D visualizations, data displays,
data maps, and data stories.
Hen b nubbin
Throughout these modes of inquiry, we will use open source platforms
as well as some low-tech tools to translate both boutique and
big data into visual forms, all while examining principles of narrative,
audience, and design.

1) Sharpening the pencil - how can we put design first

by starting with low-tech tools and techniques?

This is about radically limiting ourselves.
In just a few minutes we will be drastically limiting our tools and possibilities — which can
teach us a lot about the perspective through which we look at data.
Charles Kostelnick warns that
technology can sometimes impede ‘‘the student’s inclination to think creatively and flexibly a
bout design solutions’’ (p. 266). He oﬀers‘‘low-tech’’ strategies and project ideas, such as the

hand-drawn production of logos and comics to develop students’ awareness of the rhetorical
situation as well as to enhance students’ aptitude for creativity and invention.

Data designer Georgia Lupi says that by shifting the focus away from technology we get
closer to the real meaning in the data. Only when we understand this should we bring
technology back into the creative process.
Before we think about technology we should be asking — How do we collect, process and
relate to the information?
It’s a matter of of shifting the way we look at data. This is about shifting from data-driven
design (design should fit into precise boundaries that fit the data or the software) to designdriven data which means we should design in the way that we approach, handle, use,
analyze, and talk about data.

Even when we work with big, complex data sets the whole point is making it meaningful.
Contextualizing it. It’s all about making it more understandable.
The real power of a design-based approach is:

To find the human stories in the data
To make meaning with data
To connect with others

2) Mapping data in time and space – how can we
examine the intersections of time, space, and data to
draw out the telling details of a story?
We will begin this mode of inquiry tomorrow. Hands-on activities help us find, trace and tell
the story of our data. In the afternoon, we will resume our session with a writing activity to
help us find the stories in our own research (Factoid, Interaction, Comparison or Change).
Then we will turn to examining the intersections of time and data.
Tufte says that this is

a balance between the representation of mechanism
and motion, of process and dynamics, of causes and
eﬀects,
of explanation and narrative.
We will apply this thinking to draw out the telling details of a story/history as we create
timelines with open source tools.

3) Physical visualization – how can we gain new
insights from our research through the act of building
3-D data sculptures?
We will explore this visual mode of inquiry on Wednesday morning. We will get creative (and
possible messy) as we build data sculptures. Playing around with data can be liberating,
especially for those of us who can get stuck in our ways. This hand-made data activity builds
capacity in translating words and numbers into structural forms (called physical visualization).
If you have an existing data set, feel free to bring it to the workshop today. Bring it everyday,
in fact.

Alison Hedley sharing research on The Yellow Book - a British quarterly literary
periodical published in London from 1894 to 1897 (DHSI 2015)

PDF File

Lindsey Bell creates a kinetic sculpture which represents her research question:
How can new visual representation techniques and technologies inform our
understanding of urban life in the Canadian Arctic? (DHSI 2015)

4) Dat(a)ctors – how can data displays become more
than just beautiful information, but useful deliverables
that
do things in the world?
Rather than merely visually enhancing our research (or making it pretty), the act of data
visualization can bring completely new insights and unexpected findings. We will continue by
examining how data-displays themselves can become (more than just beautiful information

but) useful, real-world deliverables.

I call these examples data(a)ctors – data visualizations
that
do things in the world.
We will discuss a variety of dat(a)ctors (including data matrices, data sculptures, data murals,
and deep data maps), as well as discuss our own work.
Example—Falling Fruit is a celebration of the overlooked culinary bounty of our city streets.
By quantifying this resource on an interactive map, we hope to facilitate intimate connections
between people, food, and the natural organisms growing in our neighborhoods. Not just a
free lunch! Foraging in the 21st century is an opportunity for urban exploration, to fight the
scourge of stained sidewalks, and to reconnect with the botanical origins of food.

An edible map

5) Data Stories – How can we collaborate to create a
larger project that tells a
compelling story with/around/through our research?
To conclude our workshop we will collaborate on a project that brings together our
explorations in data, design, and storytelling. We will use design thinking to guide people to
new understandings (through the design of data). More on this in the afternoon session, but
in the meantime — it’s not too early to start thinking about what you would like to make.

research project (new or ongoing)
data visualization
3D sculpture
interactive documentary
online exhibition
data mural

archive project
app (or prototype for app)
informational website/resource
grant proposal (for example, NEH ODH)
article or web-text
scholarly panel proposal for DH conference
pedagogical/scholarly resources, class
activities, syllabus
Datalore

Datalore

11:00 - 12:15

.

Ben Fry
Clients come to us when they need to tell a compelling story. We investigate your data,
connecting patterns and observations that build a narrative your audience can relate to. Our
interactive pieces for web, mobile, and large format installations translate data into elegant
designs. By bringing the essence of information into focus, we guide people to new
understandings of anything from global gender gaps to the rhythms of gas turbines.
(Zipcode, baseball, etc)
Beck Tench

Dear Data

Lynda Barry, artist, teacher

The Near Sighted Money

Six minute diary activity

Happened - things that happened yesterday

Saw- things that you saw y

Said - things that were said yesterday

Six-minute diary video

Dear Data/hand-drawn data visualization activity

Image - an image from yes

DearData.pdf

Discussion— (with document camera?)
1. What did you create?
2. What does this activity tell you about the perspective through which we look at data?

Display

Recap:
By quantifying our previous day and sketching a meaningful visualization
from a small, personal dataset, we find ourselves thinking as designers.
Looking at our data through the lens of design “relies on our ability to be
intuitive, to recognize patterns, to construct ideas that have emotional
meaning as well as functionality” (Brown and Katz 4). This shift in focus
is not comfortable for everyone. Some participants first begin by saying
that they cannot draw. I respond that artistic ability is not a prerequisite
to think originally about datasets —simple lines and shapes can
adequately represent a range of ideas.
In our discussion, the source of the discomfort becomes clearer; this
activity forces us to slow down and think about how we collect, process,
and relate to our data and its human story before we begin thinking

about visualization tools and techniques— a process that can be
unfamiliar.

Some discussion responses:
I learned just how rigid and unused my creative muscles are.
I thought this was about radically limiting ourselves by using only
pencils and paper. Ironically, the opposite was true.
Only when we understand what we are trying to convey should we
bring technology back into the creative process.
Although this project worked with a small dataset, the theory
holds: even when we work with big, complex datasets the whole
point is making it meaningful.

12:00 – 1:30 Break

1:30 – 3:30

Share Projects – What are you working on? + Q&A

3:30 - 4:00

Project discussion

Datalore

What do you want to make?
Research project (new or ongoing)

An original data visualization or series of data visualizations
3D sculpture
Interactive documentary
Online exhibition
Data Mural
Archive project
App (or prototype for an app)
Informational website/resource
Grant proposal (for example, NEH ODH)
Scholarly article or web-text on data viz
Scholarly proposal on data viz for DH conference
Pedagogical resources for DH data viz, class activities, syllabus,
etc.

5:00 – 6:00 Opening Reception – University Club

Link to notes: https://www.evernote.com/l/AA-DQnqtfrhGm7AxQ0ii5Y-id4jeZO6XeVo

